Introduction

Solid tumor cancers can have good prognosis if detected early, which has driven the search for screening techniques that are minimally invasive, inexpensive, and sensitive. Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) can be detected in the blood, even for localized tumors, as a result of tumor cell death. ctDNA can also be used to monitor response to therapy and relapse. Detection of low-level ctDNA in bodily fluids has been limited by artifactual mutations induced by the sequencing technologies or sample preparation protocols. Krimmel and colleagues (1) applied deep duplex sequencing (DS) to detect low levels of ctDNA in the peritoneal fluid (PF) of women with and without ovarian cancer. DS reduces many artifactual mutations by sequencing independently multiple copies of each strand of the same double-stranded molecule. This group not only found diagnostic mutations in nearly all ovarian cancer samples, but also low-level background TP53 mutations in all control samples. While the first finding may drive interest in duplex sequencing of liquid biopsies, the later findings shows that additional strategies will be needed to deal with the background mutations if deep-sequencing for mutations is to become an early detection biomarker.

ctDNA represents only a small fraction of the DNA circulating in bodily fluids and needs to be detected at levels far below the error levels of current high throughput sequencing technologies (1 in 10^4 for Illumina HiSeq). To overcome the sequencing errors of these technologies, many sample preparation protocols have been developed to sequence multiple copies of the same molecule and compute a consensus sequence that has greatly reduced sequencing artifacts. The methods are either Circle Sequencing (CS) (2), barcoding methods (3,4), or maximum depth sequencing (MDS) (5). Barcoding and MDS attaches a unique random barcode to each original DNA molecule prior to DNA manipulations and amplifications. Multiple copies of the same molecule are sequenced and clustered according to their barcodes to produce a consensus that has reduced sequencing artifacts. Barcoding methods can still misclassify PCR artifacts as mutations if they occur early in the PCR process. CS and MDS do not suffer from this problem, but they are still sensitive to artifacts introduced while the DNA is denatured as single-stranded templates or by oxidative reactions during DNA extraction or shearing (6), such as mutations to 8-oxoguanine (oxoG). These other artifacts only affect one strand of the double stranded DNA. Two newer double-stranded barcodes (1) and (7) methods eliminate those single-strand sequencing artifacts occurring before the DNA amplification steps. Figure 1 reviews the different methods. Notice that all those methods tremendously increase the cost of sequencing as multiple copies of each original molecule needs to be sequenced.

Krimmel and colleagues applied DS to the PF and blood of both patients with diagnosed High Grade Serous Ovarian Cancer (HGSOC) and normal controls selected from patients who underwent gynecological surgery and had no malignant pathology. While blood testing would be the ultimate non-invasive testing, PF is routinely collected during gynecological surgery and cytology of PF is routine to monitor disease progression. Clonal homozygous TP53 mutations is one of the hallmark of this cancer (8), even...
Figure 1 Summary of different sequencing protocols and (worst case) source of mutations. By tagging a DNA molecule, sequencing multiple copies of it, and computing a consensus, we can correct for sequencing errors and distinguish true mutations from artifacts. Multiple different protocols have been devised to eliminate errors introduced by PCR, but only duplex sequencing corrects for errors from mutations to single-stranded-DNA. (A) Duplex sequencing (DS) protocol: once a duplex DNA template is barcoded on both strands simultaneously and at both ends ($\alpha$, $\beta$), each strand can be independently PCR amplified. Sequencing reads can be clustered into groups of identical tags to generate consensus that will eliminate PCR errors, next $\alpha$$\rightarrow$$\beta$ and $\beta$$\rightarrow$$\alpha$ groups of sequences are paired into directional consensus. Only when the two directional consensus matches will the read be counted; (B) in barcoding, a sequence tag and a capture probe is hybridized to the original DNA. The original DNA is then used as a template for PCR amplification. If a mutation occurs during first strand synthesis (or early in the PCR process), the consensus of the PCR amplicons will contain that mutation. Furthermore, artifactual mutations can occur before the DNA is tagged; (C) maximum depth sequencing: rather than using the original DNA as a template for PCR synthesis, a tag is attached directly to the original DNA. Next, multiple rounds of linear amplification off the original DNA template provide sequence for a consensus, but in a way that cannot suffer from amplification of early PCR errors. This method can still suffer from artifacts inserted early in the process while the DNA is single-stranded; (D) in rolling circle PCR amplification, double-stranded DNA is separated in single-strands and circularized. The polymerase replicates continuously the circularized molecule, always from the original template. Because replication is from the original template, replication errors do not compound and it is possible to create a consensus off each rolling circle product. Nevertheless, because the two strands are not barcoded, they cannot be compared to eliminate errors from artifactual single-strand mutations occurring during the early manipulations.
at an early stage (9) and should be present in all patients. They were able to detect the known TP53 clonal mutations in PF down to below $10^{-4}$ frequency in 16/17 patients (all with confirmed clonal TP53 mutation in primary tumor). Remarkably, 8 of the 16 had negative cytology, demonstrating the additional power of DS to detect low-level cancer activity when the TP53 frequency was below 0.01 (limit of detection for positive cytology). The application of DS to blood did not have the same level of success as the known clonal tumor TP53 mutation was only detected in the blood of one patient.

The authors made another seminal discovery with deep implication for the detection of low level mutation in bodily fluids. In addition to the known clonal mutation dominating the tumor they found several deleterious TP53 mutations in both the PF and even blood (16/17 patients and 19/20 controls). These mutations were consistent with the mutation signature of ovarian cancer (8) and unlikely to be sequencing artifacts. The number of mutation was related to the sequencing depth and the frequency of these mutations increased with age but was more abundant in cases, even after adjusting for BRCA status.

While there was unmitigated success in detecting the clonal TP53 mutations in PF that are important in monitoring recurrence, the presence of so many deleterious mutations in the PF and blood of controls raises some challenges for early detection and monitoring in PF or blood. Because the controls were selected from patients that had suspected ovarian malignancies, it could be that some of those controls have low level cancer, but this is unlikely to be the case for all controls. Even for the confirmed HGSC patients, only one had in blood the same clonal TP53 mutation known from the tumor, the other patients having other TP53 mutation in blood than the clonal mutation in their tumor. To use DS results in the as an early detection biomarker, we have to ask at what level are TP53 mutations indicative of normal background processes? Are those ctDNA TP53 mutations produced from the death of cells targeted by apoptosis or the immune system? What strategies can we employ to deal with the background of mutations? The strategy to use will likely be cancer dependent.

From studies of early HGSOC (9) and even in the precursors to HGSOC (10), we know that TP53 mutations must become homozygous to inactivate the tumor suppressor function (unless there is silencing of the active copy). So for diagnosis purposes, cells could be isolated to assess whether TP53 mutations are homozygous. For early detection from blood samples, the Krimmel paper clearly indicates that deeper sequencing should reveal more TP53 mutations. But at which level is it actionable? In ovarian cancer, it may be necessary to extend methods developed for prenatal diagnostic (11) to detect arm-level Loss of Heterozygosity (LOH) at the TP53 loci or isolate circulating tumor cells (CTC) from blood in order to assess if detected mutations are homozygous. However, waiting until the disease is at the stage where CTC's are detectable in blood may lower prognosis. For HGSOC, another possible non-invasive early detection strategy would be to use intravaginal tampons or Tao brushings (12) to detect mutations in precursor cells.

**Conclusions**

Krimmel and colleagues have described the application of DS to ovarian cancer patients and controls. Their study showed the power of DS to detect the presence of cancer from PF but also highlighted that low-level TP53 mutations present in both blood and PF can present a real challenge to the use of DS for early detection. The presence of ubiquitous background mutations will likely require the adoption of disease-specific strategies to further elucidate which patients have early stage disease versus non-malignant background processes.
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